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234 Zoe Herzog 

252 Jo Schimanski 

263 Ellie Harrison 

270 Rowan George Bullock 

275 Rebecca Lovett 

279 Tatyana Duffin 

289 Maria Lepper 

399 Glenys Vivien Daley 

Safe places to ride our horses are scarce enough in NZ. As it is we are required to pay to ride at most venues and the need to keep free access to 
public areas is important to all riders. 
When we ride we all use the beach happily with people fishing , walking their dogs, motorbike riders and 4WD enthusiasts. There are so few 
negative incidents that we feel safety is not an issue. Many tourists love to see horses being ridden on our beaches and often stop us to talk and 
have a pat. I'm sure the people of Bay of Plenty have similar moral values and are happy to share the beach with everyone. 

Free access to the majority of the beach is paramount. The need to pick up manure at parking areas is very important, however the ability to pick 
up during rides is unrealistic (logistical nightmare!) . 

As for faecal matter, bins to be provided to pick up poo, and laws which could be endorsed if poo is not picked up, similarly to dog poo. 

Horse riders are happy to collect their horses manure if necessary if it means still being able to ride on the beach. Poo bins could be made available 
both at the parking area and maybe further down the beach. This could then be open to the public to help themselves to . Horse manure sells on the 
side of the road for a few dollars a bag!!! Lets give it away for free! ' 

Horse riding should be allowed on the following basis: 

Riders to remove any solid waste, numbers riding should not exceed 10 at a time, riders to access the existing permitted areas. 

Perhaps a suitable receptacle could be provided for the solid waste and the waste used to feed the plants in the reserve? 

Horses, dogs and the public should be allowed as long as they take care of the area by picking up any waste and taking care not to damage local 
resources and beau . 
People should be allowed to continue riding their horses on beachfronts. They must remove all their rubbish and manure when they leave. 

Riders can remove their waste from around their floats and trucks in the same way it is removed at shows by bagging it and taking it home. 

I have noticed more poo not being removed. A simple procedure to do. It could be made easier by the placement of a cannister, containing poo 
at both ends of the i as there is available a Waihi Beach. 

Tauranga Pony Club would happily take responsibility for ensuring that whenever a club makes use of the beach, they remove all manure and 
leave the beach ne. 
To continue to allow riders and horses to ride at Tuapiro beach , provided ALL manure/hay/litter is removed by said riders and a monetary fine or 
ban for that icular n if do not remove manure. 
Compost bins for horse poo 

Allowing horses to continue riding at tuapiro. I agree people should be cleaning up after themselves but please dont take it away 

Regulations need to be practical. If the bylaw requires the removal of horse dung , then shovels and bins/compost heaps (or horse sized poo bags!) 
need to be provided at several location on the point. People cannot carry a shovel and bucket while riding , nor can they carry horse dung back in 
their hands! A bylaw which cannot realistically be complied with appears to give lip-service to an idea, but to not be intended to be taken seriously. 

It would be a good idea to place a bin at the start of the beach to deposit manure. This has been successfully introduced in The Redwoods in 
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5: Other 

580 Heibner, Bernadette 
Madeline 

It may not be totally possible for a rider to immediately pick up droppings (eg if the horse has gotten a fright for instance or it is unsafe to dismount 
at that time) but it should be possible for them to be removed within a set timeframe. 

Council will install mounting blocks at intervals along the permitted riding areas to facilitate picking up of manure. 
Riders are required to remain with in the clearly sign posted area and must remove manure from above the high water line before leaving the beach . 

2 Recreational Horse I would like to see dedicated horse parking at Tuapiro 

4 England , Paul Frederick Any changes to local existing access and rights of any Council land need 

5 Bongard, Shirley Ann Repaint the parking lines to allow space for larger motorhomes to they 

8 Besley, Amanda Wendy Banning of Freedom Campers! 

12 Higson, Mark Less parking spaces foedom camping at Tuapiro Point. Also ban all overni 

30 Andrew Gorringe I believe if council staff are serious about protecting and improving the marine environment in the harbour then their time and resources would be 
better placed in remediation of the massive coastal erosion that is continuing to occur in the Matahui Point area and improving the plastic recycling 
facilities to help limit the silting of the harbour reserve and pollution of the marine environment with discarded plastic waste . 

63 Jillian Mary Kerkhof I read that you may provide a joint cycle and horse trail. Please be aware that there are elements of society who will be reckless on their bikes, 
even if they know horses share the tracks. horrific danger possible. Children and inexperienced riders will be using the facility. 

75 James Bartee I would like to see the restriction of horses being ridden expanded so they would be excluded from anywhere close to the water where their effluent 
could "run off" into (what should be) our pristine waters. There should be no exceptions to horses being ridden , led or grazed in areas close to our 
seas or fresh water. Our natural resources need to be protected, not violated. The shores and interior waterways belong to everybody, not just the 
few. Think of the results and not of just the immediacy of an activity. 

82 Rod Calver I would like to see the area between the end of Park Road and the birdwalk have some sort of all weather surface.As I bike rider there are times 
when this grass route is too soft and wet to ride on .A hard surface would enable residents from Summerset offroad access right into Katikati . 

83 Diana Stein 

85 Robert Charles 

87 Georgina Lloyd 

It would great if the council along with the community would be able to find solutions to Keep the beach open for horse riders and create an 
inclusive environment for everyone and not exclude horse riders because a minority of people, however, we need to respect and understand the 
concerns of these people so we can find a happy medium for everyone. 

Although we oppose the banning of horses, we do respect and understand the cultural sensitivities of this situation and would like to find ways of 
working with iwi and council so horse riders can remain riding at Tuapiro. We need to share and share alike with responsibility respect and dignity. I 
understand that the horse community is rallying and ready to engage with the council and iwi to improve on areas of concern . I really hope that 
there can be a dialogue where each party and give in a little for the benefit of all. 

The addition of the proposed Lund Park to provide more areas for riders to go. This would provide some variety and reduce the amount of people 
usin beach . 
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92 Martin , Jens Hermon 

94 Kite, Andrea Louise 

109 Beatty, Suzanne Mary 

116 Stephen O'Donnell 

130 Stephanie Hume 

131 Hall , Marion Morag 
Elizabeth 

151 Nigel Rice 

152 Caro Frost 

155 Anton Brett Turnwald 

Re-open Te Puna beach- that will take riders away from Tuapiro- I understand from local knowledge that Te Puna beach is now a ghost town (no 
one goes there) apart from drug dealers as it is so isolated (that could just be hearsay- but I have heard that on more than one occasion). 

If riding areas are to be specified a meeting of horse riders to discuss the plans of the whole area would be appreciated - not having plans drawn up 
the staff of WBOPDC who do not understand the needs of horses and riders alike. 

The council should consider options for sharing just as they do for dogs in other parks before just outright banning an activity that has been 
occurri there for ma man rs. 
Ideally in bigger enclosed areas such as forestry horses should be sectioned off from Bikes/Motor Vehicles such as at tech Park which is a great 
place for summer enjoyment. 

i nd them and ride accordin 
That horses be permitted on cycle/walkways- a successful precedent is already set in the South Island and is a huge tourist earner where 
horses/walkers and ists all share the same trail. 
Provide more safe places to ride not less, open up all the beaches as public safety allows and other sharable reserves. This dilution of horses will 
have a positive impact on many different environments. 
Provide all riders with clear instructions on how to ride respectfully. Much of the issues here seem to be due to ignorance. This can be through 

we i 
Horse riders are quite prepared to share the beach . We already adhere to the restrictions of what we can/can't do. Yes picking up of horse poo is 
paramount and not every single person does it- neither do all dog owners and I know that I have more chance of standing in dog poo than horse 

0 . 

Wild Swan control of the harbour to control the faecal count (ecoli) from getting any higher. 
Storm rain run off be controlled into a mini substation to also control raw effluent from enteri the harbour. 

161 Brent Henderson Open up more access ways to horse riders. We are ratepayers too and have every right to better facilities and the beaches, lakes, cyclepaths etc. 
note- forward thinkig councils all around nz are instituting bridle psths. They are a great tourism earner with riders travelling to destinations with 
good facilities and spending their moneyi the area- accommo, food etc. dont be so short sighted and backward! 

162 Amy Gough But it would be nice if there could be a dedicated area for riders to be able to stop and have lunch tie up their horses and enjoy the beach just as 
Q\/ .Qn,rnn"" else. C where we are aloud to be doesn't allow for this. 

163 Jacqueline May Barrow It might be a good gesture to have annual event where some horse riders pop the children of the hapu group onto the horses and walk them along 
for a ride. It might be a way of bringing the community together, which is as they should be. 

164 ill jackson No large number of horse on the beach at one time .. 
More consultation between parties, "Local lwi, Council , Riding Clubs and Tuapiro Point Residents, so we do not have to keep reviewing this every 5 
years. 
If there is a n r r,hl•=-m let's start talki 

165 Birgit Stein I understand that the horse community is rallying and ready to engage with the council and iwi to improve on areas of concern, let's make it work. 

169 Julie Harris That the WBDC include a grass verge alongside the new cycle walk way planned from Omokoroa to the Tauranga Harbour with would allow 
recreational horse ridi alon side ists and walkers. 

172 Annette Wakefield I would like to see horses being considered in ALL walk and cycle ways, parks and reserves. All we need is a strip of grass as wide as a car track. 
Don't forget that legally horses have the right of way on roads, however, most roads are getting too busy and dangerous due to fast and 
inconsiderate drivers. We need places to ride to keep this sport alive! 

174 Margerita Anne Dekwant Rather, I would like to see consultation between all community groups to achieve a solution for all users to enjoy this little slice of paradise. 
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182 Anita Shirley Gray I would be prepared to work with Council/iwi/cycle groups/etc., to try and formulate some form of sharing the spaces that we have available for 

walking/cycling. For e.g. in the South Island there are new cycle/walking tracks that have also incorporated horse riders and these are working well. 
I would love to see more facilities being provided for horse riders in the region , such as shared cycleways, rail trails etc., -we need to preserve and 
encourage this facility and provide safe access to all our up and coming riders to ensure we maintain our leading position on the world stage. 

185 Bella Taylor However in saying this I understand that a number of horse riders can be really hard to deal with, believing they have the sole right to ride wherever 
they wish with no thought to the impacts this will have on the environment or other people. This does need addressed . While some of these people 
may be the ones who are most angry about the potential banning of horses from public areas (I am not referring to any people in particular), it also 
needs to be said that these people do not represent the majority of riders on beaches 

191 Allan , Christine Lesley Council seems to have no problem spending many thousands of dollars for cycle ways and could run bridle paths in conjunction with them 

194 Mitchell , Nadeen Re-open Te Puna beach. If there is a problem with the parking then I'm sure that could be addressed using a fraction of the funds that are being 
[spent on vyvrt• •afS. 

194 Mitchell , Nadeen Invest in independent evidence to support any decisions made. 

198 Martin, Paul Also, Council finish what you started with myself and my whanau at the site poupou need to be erected signs of the cultural data and history of the 
area that what Western Bay had stated to many of the hapu. lookinq forward to this hui. 

204 Rugaas, Josh I More horses 
208 Cobb, Hannah Zillah Perhaps there could be designated parking areas for horse floats and trucks to the rest of the public during busy seasons so all can still enjoy. 

231 sarah rice All Beaches and reserves opened up to horse riders all over the Western Bay with the exception of where there is a concern for public safety. 
Include Te Puna beach and parts of Omokoroa beaches once again . It makes sense to continue the riding route that is being created as part of the 
cycleway from Teihana to Lochhead Road so that horse riders can do a loop along Iochhead to Pitau Road then onto the beach and back to the 
track. Allow for shared routes on cycleways and walkways. We all used to share well together but the specialisation of routes and tracks has 
caused ignorance and intolerance between the different interest groups. 
We would like to work with council and iwi to open up a route where riders can safely ride from Teihana Road, up the new bridleway, safely along 
Lochhead Road, down Pitau Road, along an agreed track on the beach which creates a loop back to the bridleway. (There are currently verges 
along Lochhead Road that I am concerned will be developed and reallocated to cyclists only.) 
We would like to see council look at ALL the beaches , reserves and tracks and assess where horses could be offered shared use. There are good 
examples of signs and systems that educate riders and cyclists how best to behave and show respect to each other and I am happy to share ideas 
on how best to achieve this. 

254 Nicole Lynn Collins An identification of what damage has been done through an independent investigation is required before the bylaw can be drafted , The horse 
riding community are more than prepared to work with any group in the community who have a negative opinion of their use of the beach and 
reserve, or any concerns, to come to a mutually beneficial arrangement for allowed areas of riding . 

256 Karl-Heinz Stein I understand that the horse community is rallying and ready to engage with the council and iwi to improve on areas of concern , let's make it work. 

262 Rochelle Thomson To allow not only access to the reserves for horse riders, but have other facilities available too, such as Bridal trails like they have in the UK. 

264 Elise Fraundorfer Horses should have more places to ride. We support rugby and soccer but do not provide horse riders safe and free places to enjoy their sport. 
Horses and riders do not cause any harm- they don't litter, they do not graffiti , they do not drugs! 

266 Lisa Pomare Investigations made to report any damage or issues created by horses/riders at Tuapiro and areas created to ride on based on these findings, 
clearer siqnaqe about how/where to ride. 

272 Jacoba Elisabeth Taylor I would like to see all parties being treated equally and a resolution entered into so that parties can work together. All parties should make 
compromises, not just one group in this case the horse riding group. 
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282 Paula Evans 

285 Kasmin Nikora 

372 Sarah Rice - Otumoetai 
Pony Club 

387 Victoria Allwood 

391 Susan Joy Coster 

399 Glenys Vivien Daley 

401 Riki Hone Hona 

408 Dawn Mellow 

415 Lizzie Turnbull 

We would like to work with council and iwi to open up 
a route where riders can safely ride from Teihana Road, up the new bridleway, safely along Lochhead Road , 
down Pitau Road, along an agreed track on the beach which creates a loop back to the bridleway. (There are 
currently verges along Lochhead Road that I am concerned will be developed and reallocated to cyclists only.) 
We would like to see council look at ALL the beaches , reserves and tracks and assess where horses could be 

I would like to see open and honest discussions held with the aim of producing a set of clear rules for the use of Tuapiro by horse riders, dog 
owners, boat users, cars, and caravan and motor homes users. Clear rules (the rules on the current boards for horses are very ambiguous) that 
people will adhere to. Horse riders adore riding at Tuapiro and we are keen to work with Ngati Te Wai to protect and respect the environment there 
so that everybody can enjoy our coast now and in the future. 

That Council allow horses on our Bay of Plenty Beaches and that Council look into the possibility of bridle paths in the Bay. 

The Tuapiro Point issue should not be presented as a situation where one pressure group must win and the other lose. That approach leads to 
enmity and racism . Instead of setting one group up in competition with another, Council should be aiming to bring horse riders and hapu members 
together (preferably on the marae) in a spirit of cooperation. Both groups have a genuine concern for the environment. 

We Nga Pou o Tuapiro revoke all changes to the bylaw that allow horse use on all our beaches, estuaries and reserves due to the environmental 
impact. A rahui should be placed on these areas and two Rangers from local hapu employed to Police and assist in scientific research of water 
impurities as well as ecosystem revitalisation and report back to the hapu and local government body. This is not an attack on horse riders but 
more on preserving and maintaining that which sustains life. 

I believe there should be a collaboration with all users to overcome any misunderstanding on the reserves usage and for all parties to understand 
each others viewpoints and then to collectively find the solutions to take ownership of that outcome. 

Working together to ensure community places for all our youth , our youth are important and together their well being in such an important part of 
our communi . 

428 Lisa Dorothy Jane Hansen It would be good to include horses more freely in public recreational areas rather than inhibiting their use as the roads are becoming increasingly 
I 

aches carefully and respectfully are 
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442 Katherine Le Petit 

444 Sally Jane Goodyear 

448 Gregory Trillo 

457 Nicky Utting 

468 Rachael Hills 

475 Tina Fagan 

478 Williams, Thelma 
Florence 

484 Britton, Linda Joy 

530 Zajac-Wiggett, Michele 

549 Boyd , Tina Claire 

552 Boyd, Travis James 

563 Noble, lan Alexander 

I absolutely do believe we should respecting and honouring the cultural and spiritual history of Tuapiro as is valued by all Maori who have 
connections to this area. This could be done by way of installing artwork; well designed and constructed story boards telling the story of the area so 

understand it's histo . 
I would like to see WBOP move in line with TCC to allowed horse on all beaches unless they are stated as excluded ( Tuapiro should NOT be an 
excluded area) 
*I would like an optional carkpark options not blocking the views of local people, many who are supportive of horse riding . 

KKHHARC acknowledges that Tuapiro is a special place of high cultural value to Ngati Te Wai and respects their connection to it. We join them in 
wanting to preserve this for generations to come. We ask that we work together to come to a solution that is agreeable to all. 

Horse ridi 

We need space to park truck/trailers, we need space to exercise horses and we need a safe area for children to enjoy riding with their ponies and 
fami 
I would like to see the ban uplifted and a trial run of ACTUAL horse time use ect done before a ban is proposed again . There are so many people 
use beach to safely ride their horses due to dangers with road riding land that's been taken for riding. 

Horses need to stay as part of the recreational activities at Taupiro. All activities whether equine or human need to respect the environment and 
public spaces and clean up after themselves (this I agree on) and be aware of and recognise restricted areas. (such as bird nesting) And to be 
respectful of each other so that we may all share this space together. 

Any upgrades of rural roads or indeed any future work within our built environment better detailed to get greatest bay for our dollar. 

I support the concept plan for Lund road forestry reserve which will include the provision for horse trails where this land based animal can enjoy the 
safety aspects within its natural environment and allow Tuapiro Point foreshore and estuary to regenerate. I support the approval of the Lund Road 
Reserve to be included on the schedule of permitted sites for horses to be taken in to the revised law. 

Council will take measures to reopen other areas to allow safe riding for all levels of riders to ensure that the beach is not the only safe riding area 
in the future. 
Riders able to ride the (matakana side) Beach ; the point and inner estury Beachside, and able to swim their/our horses in the safety of the still 
waters there. Horses to be able to ride in the natural arena that is so sheltered - perfect for little riders to gain their confidence. 

town Reserve and beach area to all recreational users. 

If any, make more reserves available for horses, dogs and other outdoor pursuits all of which at Tuapiro Point can occur happily together. 

Stop motorbikes being ridden through the trees at Tuapiro Point to stop damage. Stop people camping at Tuapiro Point in the trees. If 
riders/motorbikes are seen oin thro h the trees t should be banned on a i I i 
I would like to see changes and have more reserves and facilities opened up and put in place to accommodate riders and horse recreation 
activities. The Lund Road proposal is a start but the terrain is fairly steep and currently not very scenic and may be quite challenging for a lot of 
riders 

Remove the old Pine trees and replace with natives and provide 
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Sub ID Name 
568 Symes, Kirsten 

580 Heibner, Bernadette 
Madeline 

581 Charles, Carolyn 

598 Watson , Patricia Jean 

608 Stadler, Angelika 

Summary 
Provision for responsible sharing of Tuapiro Point for recreational users including horse riders- supported by clear guidelines and non ambiguous 
clear signage to ensure best outcomes for preserving the environment and cultural heritage 

Council will organise a hikoi inviting local lwi and horse riders to celebrate their love of the area and reaching a compromise. 

The cultural sensitivities of this area need to be respected and understood and hopefully all parties will find a solution that works for all and not just 
one. We need to share and share alike with responsibility respect and dignity. I believe the horse community is rallying and ready to engage with 
the council and iwi to improve on areas of concern. I really hope that there can be a dialogue where each party and can give in a little for the 
benefit of all. 
Surely there is a better solution for all concerned through collaboration adn good communication. 

I suggest the Tuapiro Spit should become a project for ecological restoration, to control weeds and pest animals and to plant the area in a variety 
of native plants. A permit systems- Permitted riders could be registered on council databases giving council a better understanding of hte number 
of horses that fre uent the estaur . 
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2: Vehicles on Beaches 

221 Sarah Ellesmere 

270 Rowan George Bullock 

403 Michelle Hamilton 

599 Hood, Eileen Joyce 

188 Bay Of Plenty Regional 
Council 

es: Area to the North of Plom Road across to 

ld like it drones could fly in this public place (Tuapi 

Regarding the use of drones, I have no issue with Real Estate agents use of such for photographing properties to sell , or 
other al users. 
Drones should only be operated in designated zones/times as they create noise nuisance associated with their use and 
disru ·on of 
I do not object to the responsible use of remotely piloted aircraft such as drones provided privacy and safety of others is 

I would also like to note that i support the use of RPAS on Council land provided the operators are aware of the risks of their 
use around horses and com with CAA ulations. 
As to drone use, there are very few large spaces of open land where one can responsibly fly one away from houses or trees 
or other aircraft. Many people enjoy watching these flights, and it is another way we can get out into the fresh air and 
sunshine to recreate. I've seen pilots of drones who are otherwise disabled or limited physically and they can use their mental 
skills to enjoy the outdoors. This would be hugely beneficial for many people who are physically limited yet are able to enjoy 
technological stimulation. Do we wish these people to remain at home indoors watching screens? Definitely not, the wide 

Seek to clarify that vehicles used to support the delivery of the Coast Care programme are covered by Section 1 0.4. 

BOPRC supports the inclusion of provisions that limit where vehicles can access the beach this is consistent with Policy DD2 
of the Proposed Regional Coastal Environment Plan (RCEP). Include an advice note as follows: Advice Note: This Bylaw 
manages vehicle access to maintain health and safety to beach users. It must also be noted the Regional Coastal 
Environment Plan has rules to manage vehicles within the foreshore or seabed , some activities may require resource 

I 




